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Source: Evelina R. Moulder, "Police and Fire Personnel, Salaries, and
Expenditures for 2003," in The Municipal Year Book 2004 (Washington,
DC: International City/County Management Association, 2004), p. 126,
Table 3/5. Reprinted by permission.

Note: See Note, table 1.64. The "entrance salary" refers to the annual salary
paid during the first 12 months of employment with the department as a sworn
police officer (excluding uniform allowance, holiday pay, hazard pay, or other
additional compensation). The "maximum salary" refers to the highest annual
salary paid to uniformed personnel who do not hold any promotional rank
(excluding uniform allowance, holiday pay, hazard pay, or any other additional
compensation). The mean is calculated by dividing the total number of salaries
into the total amount paid in salaries. The median is the salary that marks the
point below which and above which 50% of all the salaries fall. When there is an
even number of observations, the mean of the two middle observations is
reported. The first quartile salary is the salary below which 25% of all salaries
fall; the third quartile salary is the salary below which 75% of all the salaries fall.
For definitions of terms, a list of States in regions, and detail of survey response
rates, see Appendix 2.
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By population group, geographic division, and metro status, United States, as of Jan. 1, 2003

salary, for police officers in cities with populations of 10,000 or more
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